BACKUP POWER
GENERATORS
Machines can talk

Benefits

When power cannot fail

• Access

Backup power generators from Scanpower (Skandinaviska Kraftprodukter
AB) make sure that Sweden’s internet communications never go down. By
using the Netbiter remote management solution, it is possible to have full
access to all necessary parameters and make sure that the generators
always are ready to start.

to real-time data
about the power station

• Alarms

when something
is wrong

• Reduced

on-site service

• Streamlined

operations

Blackouts are not only a nuisance. They can also be business critical,
lead to loss of important information, and even be life-threatening.
Consequently, there are certain public services that must have access to
electricity at all times. One such public service is the internet backbone.
In Sweden, this is maintained by the Swedish Transport Administration. To
ensure stable operations, diesel-driven backup power generators from
Scanpower are standing ready in case of a failure of the regular power grid.

The starting point

”Our supplier FG Wilson suggested Netbiter when we were searching for
a remote management solution for the Swedish Transport Administration”,
says Marcus Ahlström, Project Manager at Scanpower. “The customer
required the possibility to manage the generators remotely, monitor the
status, and receive alarms when something was wrong. Netbiter seemed
the perfect solution for this.”

We now have full control over all
parameters needed to make sure the
power generators can start whenever
necessary.
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Machines can talk

All relevant information is
sent to a web interface
using GPRS.

The Netbiter
is connected
to the
control
panel using
the internal
Modbus
network.

The Solution

A Netbiter communication gateway is installed in each power
generator connected to the control panel via the internal Modbus
network. Netbiter sends all relevant information regarding the status
of the power station to a web interface where it is possible to see the
exact status of the engine, battery, fuel level and so on. An alarm is
triggered if something is wrong making it possible to take action, either
via the remote control function, or by sending a technician to the
power station.

The results
“Netbiter is a very flexible solution which
is suitable whenever you need to
monitor and control devices remotely.”
Marcus Ahlström

”Netbiter has given us a possibility to have an overview of the generators
in the field,” says Marcus Ahlström. “We now have full control over
all parameters needed to make sure the power generators can
start whenever necessary.”But the project has also seen its share of
challenges. Demanding and detailed requirements from the customer
put high demands on Netbiter’s flexibility. “The initial challenges were to
meet the customer’s demands when it came to remote management
and alarms concerning the power generator’s control system,” says
Marcus Ahlström. “The communication protocol was not fully standard
which made it challenging to get the correct values in and out of the
Netbiter.”
When asked if he would recommend Netbiter to others, Marcus has
no hesitation in saying yes. “Netbiter is a very flexible solution which is
suitable whenever you need to monitor and control devices remotely.
It is very easy to get started and you can choose exactly what you want
to monitor and which alarms you need.

A better offering with Netbiter
Netbiter Remote Management Solutions
Netbiter gives you immediate access to
real-time data about your machinery.
Everything is presented in an easy-to-use
web interface. The unique built-in software
makes it possible to communicate with,
and even control the remote device without opening any ports in firewalls, VPN
connections, fixed-IP addresses or other
complex workarounds. Learn more on
www.netbiter.com or www.skpab.se

www.ewon.biz

Scanpower sees the Netbiter as an important part of their offering and
plans to embed the remote management solution in future backup
power stations. This will provide better control over each machine and
the ability to decide from the office whether an alarm is critical or if it can
wait until a technician is in the area.
“We have a strict environmental policy, and therefore it is pleasing that
we can decrease travelling,” says Marcus Ahlström. Our customers get
lower service costs and also feel more comfortable since they are always
on top of operating status, current alarms, fuel levels and so on without
having to go to the actual power station.”

